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										The Project

										1. Globycoin provides a generous return on investment (ROI). Your investment will generate a passive income on annual basis! This is all possible because Globycoin works with masternodes.

2. Globycoin chooses to reduce the tremendous energy consumption, needed for mining activities. Unlike leading cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. Bitcoin, Ethereum and countless others are highly provoking further aggravation of environmental issues, like global warming. Moreover, Dogecoin has now been proven to be less environmentally destructive than bitcoin. Recently, those who have invested in Dogecoin have been seeing incredible returns. Many cryptocurrency experts have also pointed out that Dogecoin can become the full digital currency of the Internet. To learn how to buy Dogecoin, read this købe dogecoin guide and achieve great returns. The annualized estimated global mining comes at a cost of a scary $3,556,216,066! The electricity needed for one single Bitcoin transaction can provide the power for 34.47 homes for a whole day. We have reached a point of no return and we feel like this insanity has to be stopped. Now! And Globycoin provides the way to do this! This is why Globycoin has decided to implement the PoS protocol (Proof of Stake), which reduces energy consumption tremendously and is environmentally friendly and efficient. It means that the power needed to verify and complete one transaction takes only a tiny fraction of the energy that e.g. Bitcoin needs to do the very same. It's all inherent to their technology, which is based on the PoW protocol (Proof of Work). The consequence of their protocol is that while the calculations that need to be solved, before one is assigned a block and its reward, are becoming more and more complex, the more and more power is needed to mine the coins, hence to earn the reward. As we speak old power plants are being purchased just for mining coins! The PoS protocol that Globycoin uses, doesn't require such an enormous calculation power. The block and its reward are simply being assigned based on the number of stakes. Of course, our PoS technology requires electric power as well. But so does any regular financial institution. It's just that PoW is using up temerarious loads of energy, while Globycoin's PoS does not. If we also keep in mind that masternodes are completely safe, faster and provide even more privacy, I would say that it is easy to see why Globycoin has a golden future. We truly believe that the implemented protocol will take over the preference of mining in the near future. We believe that with this, our Globycoin will overall become the most innovative cryptocurrency. One of the safest, fastest coins to date compared to the competitors that we have right now. Through the coin and its Foundation's projects, we believe that everybody will be given an opportunity to earn money, while investing in our planet to create a better environment. This is truly a coin for everyone. While Bitcoin is the most popular cryptocurrency, Globicoin will be the dominant cryptocurrency in no time, bringing profits to everyone. Before learning more about Globicoin, it is necessary to have a basic understanding of cryptocurrencies and how they are traded. Many reputable exchanges accept and trade cryptocurrencies, and Binance is one of the most notable and largest cryptocurrency exchanges in the world. Buying and selling cryptocurrencies can be done directly in the wallet using this exchange.

3. There's nothing wrong with earning money. So that's our primary goal for investors. But there's also nothing wrong with taking care of our beautiful planet and those in need. Amongst the wealthiest people on earth are the greatest humanitarians. In all modesty, we want to follow their example. Through our Foundation, Globycoin dedicates itself to assigning 30% of all its profit to charity and nature preservation. This makes Globycoin truly unique within the world of crypto. Earning money never felt this good! Globycoin wants to help man, flora, and fauna. We will help the poor and needy in disadvantaged areas of the globe. We can choose to donate local institutions or aid groups of the community's choice, in order to supply with food, water, education, medicine, medical facilities, etc. However our main intention is to help educate the local population, so we can build a useful foundation instead of just providing temporary aid. Globycoin will also dedicate itself to preserving and sustaining the local environment. In time we intend to help sustain local ecosystems by creating safe havens for endangered species of the region, both plant, and animal.	Thus creating a natural oasis for the animals. Locals can help build and maintain these projects and through this provide an income, and for some even a home, for their families.	Our aim is to make these projects self-sustainable by generating a profit from masternodes and prices from exchanges. Our intention is to use 30% of the entire profit, generated by the Globy Projects, to further develop and create new projects. By joining Globycoin every investor will help create a truly independent charity organization, that will continue to try and improve global environmental issues. So thanks to the Globycoin community, we can build, maintain and improve our projects in the future.
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								Coin Specs

							

            
                	 Coin ticker - GLB
	 Algorithm - Xevan
	 Block speed - 60 seconds
	 Coinbase maturity - 20
	 Difficult - Retargeting every block
	 Coin Supply - 10000000000 (10 billion)
	 Premine - 5% (500 million)


                	 Numbers of confirmation - 6
	 Minimum coin age - 12 hours
	 Block reward - 400
	 Masternode reward - 75%
	 Stake reward - 25%
	 Collateral 150000
	 Minimum transaction - 0.0001/kb
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		 Vps masternode setup guide Windows linux e mac setup guide Globycoin Source Code
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								Contact Us

								feel free to contact us for any question
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